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OLLEGE dormitories are full of half-finished novels. Sooner or later most of
them wither away.

But the few that are worth completing, perhaps worth printing

— what happens to them?

Most young authors don't know where to turn once

the task of writing is actually past. Publication is a tough problem. Who will ex
amine their work, edit it, print it? Too many publishers grudgingly accept
manuscripts from unknowns and sooner or later return them without comment.
Yet young writers need all the help they can get. Where can they submit their

<

manuscripts and hope for some real consideration? WORLD'S policy is definitely
to encourage young American writers, to offer them the best professional criticism.
Fine manuscripts, many of them worth publishing, frequently come out of college
dormitories.

If you have a full-length work — fiction or otherwise — that you

think merits publication, send it to us.

The

Kenyon Critics

ORLD has just published The Kenyon Critics: Studies in Modern Literature
front the Kenyon Review, edited and with an introduction by John Crowe Ransom.
This imposing collection of critical writing, selected from the pages of twelve
volumes (and twelve years) of the famous Kenyon Review, is a tribute to the char
acter and quality of this outstanding literary magazine.

Among the contributors

are Robert Penn Warren, W. H. Auden, Philip Rahv, Eric Bentley, John Peale
Bishop, Delmore Schwartz, Randall Jarrell, and Lionel Trilling.
$4.00 at all bookstores.
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THE PROBLEM OF IMMORTALITY
FROM AN ATHEISTIC POINT OF VIEW
By David A. Keyt
The doctrine of a future life can be either
affirmed or denied. But the intelligent man will
do neither since it would seem that he could
verify or regret such a proposition only by ex
periencing death himself or by communing with
someone already dead. Yet one should con
sider the merits of basing his thinking on the
more pessimistic view (assuming existence is
good) simply because it is pessimistic. Is it not
more practical to base one's values on what
one knows to exist and to accept this as final as
long as one has nothing but a vain hope to the
contrary — nothing to support this wish for a
future life besides the wish itself?
Disregarding indirect implications con
nected with traditional beliefs, this hypothesis
directly challenges only one of our ideals —
that of immortality. In fact, it would seem that
our hypothesis completely does away with such
a belief. However, some thinkers, especially
Plato in the Symposium and Santayana, have
thought that belief in a future life and belief in
immortality are two different beliefs, that the
denial of the former belief can be reconciled
with the affirmation of the latter.
By a future life it is generally meant that
the individual personality continues to survive
after his body dies. To affirm a future life
nteans, in the most basic terms, to affirm contin
ued consciousness as opposed to complete noth
ingness which is, according to Plato, a state
analogous to a deep unending sleep.
Now immortality is a more general term
which is sometimes used in referring to a fu
ture life but, nevertheless, is used quite as often
to refer to things nearer its basic meaning, to
things which are exempt from dying i.e. to an
immortal fame or to an immortal god. The concept of future life would seem to apply only to
r'le constant conscious existence of the indi
vidual himself, while the concept of immortality
would seem to apply to the constant existence
°f anything.

I
If the basic drive is, as Plato says, for im
mortality, when this drive becomes frustrated
because of doubt clinging to the belief in a
future life, it will naturally struggle to find
other solutions. Plato suggests several possi
ble solutions which form a hierarchy for him.
The lowest form is that of Physical Immortality
which is effected through reproduction. In this
form man is able to attain to a certain immor
tality through the family he raises or, to take a
wider view, through the entire human species.
On this wider view mankind as a whole is
thought of in the singular, and the individual
man is thought of as a mere instant in a much
longer time, related to the species in much the
same way as the immediate perception or idea is
related to consciousness as a whole.
... to the mortal creature generation is a sort
of eternity and immortality.1
But, Plato says, men would run far greater
risks in order to attain immortal fame than they
would for the sake of their children. This sort
of immortality is attained through great deeds
which are reflected in institutions; and it is
more satisfying than physical immortality since
here a man is able to preserve part of his soul,
which from the beginning has been more im
portant than his body.
Above these two there is yet another form
— that of art — by which man is able to sal
vage part of himself from death. Here a man
becomes eternal by cultivating fair notions and
expressing them through a particular art form.
This seems to be closest yet to the original de
sire since here he is able to attain much more of
an individual existence. Music seems to express
more personality than law.
However, Santayana would argue, none of
these forms are forms of immortality in its
1 Symposium, 207.
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strictest sense i.e. of a constant existence. This
hierarchy would seem to be mortal in just the
reverse order of its ideality. Already the great
est part of the very art Plato was referring to has
vanished. We have plays from only three of
the great tragedians; from two of these three
we have only seven plays apiece. Consider that
not so much as one note of Greek music re
mains.
Institutions are, in a sense, more durable.
The church has survived most of the literature
written about it or inspired by it. Of the litera
ture that remains the church seems to have out
grown most of it. Yet religions too die. The
world has already seen the nearly complete
death of magic, superstition, and taboo; and
many would say that the traditional religions
of today are suffering the same last pangs of
existence. The case is essentially the same for
all other institutions. Consider, for example,
how little we know about the elaborate civili
zations which existed on this continent before
we came, and how much less we are affected by
them. If we should say that our own institutions
are not so mortal, would we not be involving
ourselves in a certain solipsism ?
As for physical immortality, families are no
toriously short lived; but even if they do survive
for some time, the physical similarities from
father to son — the personal element in this
form of immortality — would last for no longer
than a few generations. The species itself is
at last the only thing left to turn to; however,
here there is the problem of extinction either
through chaos or evolution.
Accordingly, a vicarious physical immortality
always remains an unsatisfactory issue; what is
thus preserved is but a counterfeit of our being,
and even that counterfeit is confronted by omens
of a total extinction more or less remote.2
The conclusion is this. Not only is one led
to doubt the possibility of a conscious existence
after death, but he is led to see that the cloak
of doubt also hangs over the possibility of a fu
ture unconscious existence i.e. of an eternal ex
istence of the products of this temporal con
scious existence.
2 George Santayana, Reason in Religion, p. 259.
3 Ibid., p. 238.
4 Chaucer, Troilus and Crisejde, 11. 1806-22
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One thing is certain, and the Rest is Lies:
The Flower that once has blown forever dies.
II
All attempts to raise oneself or the results
of one's labors above the category of time can
end in nothing but despair. If man's one great
desire is for immortality — and I think it is ,
what is left for him but frustration and disillu
sion? What is one to do when the very thing
for which he would give sons and lovers lies
by his very nature outside of his grasp? There
is nothing left but despair.
Somehow, though, this very despair, if one
does not become completely overcome by it, is
able to suggest one last possible satisfaction for
this drive. For if this emotion accomplishes
anything more than to throw oneself into mad
ness, it is this. It reduces one to his proper size
again. This desire for a future life is egotism
on its most conscious level. It would remold the
whole universe to fit into the scheme of one
small mind.
The world, which I have never known to exist
without me, exists by my co-operation and con
sent; it can never extinguish what lends it be
ing.3
But by many painful denials this view graduall)
retreats, and this process ends eventually by
giving to man a new vision of his true stature.
Where before his one thought was to realize
the eternal, now he not only sees his temporal
basis but accepts it as final. He is able to look
at himself from a completely different vantage
point. The subject, so to speak, is able to look
upon itself as object. This new view of one
self is much the same as Troilus' after he is
killed.4
And whan that he was slayn in this manere,
His lighte goost ful blisfully is went
Up to the holughnesse of the eighthe spere,
In convers letying everich element;
And ther he saugh, with ful aysement,
The erratik sterres, herkenyng armonye
With sownes ful of hevenyssh melodie.
And down from thennes faste he gan avyse
This litel spot of erthe, that with the se
Embraced is, and fully gan despise
This wrecched world, and held al vanite
To respect of the pleyn felicite
That is in hevene ac>ove ; and at the laste,

Ther he was slayn, his lokyng down he caste.
And in hymself he lough right at the wo
Of hem that wepten for his deth so faste;
This new vision is a sort of immortality.
Immortality was defined as constant existence;
and our mistake before was in trying to find con
stant existence in time, which is seen now to be
a contradiction. This new view has nothing to
do with bringing a constant existence to man.
Its purpose is rather to attack directly by lifting
one above time — if only for a minute. We are
involved, that is, in a paradox: We are both
in and above time. In time by still being within
the realm of cause and effect. It is still possible
to fall into a well because one is too much lost
in his thought. One can still die. Yet the very
core of this new vision is that man is able to
see himself in time, which involves being above
time, being with the eternal — for where else
can one see time? This is a possible interpreta
tion of Plato's famous line.
Time is the moving image of eternity
The object that man is beholding when he looks
at himself in time is the "moving image", his
vantage point is "eternity". Spinoza also ex
presses this idea when he says that man sees
himself under the "form of eternity". Man be
comes immortal not by never dying but by liv
ing with the eternal.
Ill
Having stated the argument, I think it may
be well to turn to that art form which, in a way,
has the same concern as this paper, to that form
which might be called a study in death. I mean
tragedy. Here, if anywhere, our theory
should gain support and illustration. But rather
than analyze tragedy as a whole, it will be best
to look closely at one in particular — Sophocles'
®edipus The King—; and although many of
the remarks concerning this play will not hold
jhr all tragedy, still the general approach should
be much the same for all.
On the widest possible level Oedipus The
n
P g portrays a world similar to the one we are
^iven to in considering the problem of immor
ality; for as far as we search for direct satis-

faction of this, our fondest desire, the world
must appear to us as to the people of Thebes
— hostile. But notice how completely hostile
is Sophocles' world.
. . . the city stumbles towards death, hardly able
to raise up its head. A blight has fallen upon
the fruitful blossoms of the land, a blight upon
flock and fields and upon the bed of marriage
— plague ravages the city.6
The gods are in reality persecuting the peo
ple, while for us they seem hostile by being in
different to our desires. But malice afore
thought or not there are many lines which are
intelligible without the rest of the play to ex
plain them. How often in history could these
lines be repeated!
Famine takes what the plague spares, and all the
crops are lost;
No new life fills the empty place—ghost flits
after ghost
To that God-trodden western shore, as flit be
nighted birds.
Sorrow speaks to sorrow, but no comfort finds
in words.6
But in particular the gods were angry with
Oedipus. They planned his downfall and gave
it its push. No divine intervention was neces
sary besides the announcement of the oracles
themselves. For fear of an oracle Laius and
Jocasta abandoned the child, and also for the
same reason Oedipus abandoned his foster par
ents. In both cases the oracle by itself was
enough of a cause to begin the chain which
brought destruction for all.
Apollo, friends, Apollo
Has laid this agony upon me;
Lead me quickly away
Out of this land. I am lost,
Hated of gods, no man so damned.7
These cries are not from a man who has
brought destruction upon himself. Oedipus is
hated and doomed for being born Oedipus. The
shepherd sees this well.
5 11 27-8 W. B. Yeats translation. I have used two different
translations' in my quotations. The well-known Yeats translation.
ii^CpuhlisChedWfn the Pen^in^ssics in 1947. The* latter is far
more faithful to the text than the Yeats translation. The numbers
of the lines refer to the Greek text.
6 11. 179-80, Yeats.
7 11.1329-30. 1344-6, Watling.
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If you are the man, O then your life is lost !8
But the universe in which we as well as
Oedipus live is an unchanging affair (if the universe is bad, it remains bad.) Whether we think
it good or bad, the world itself remains the
same. Except for a few small details which it
is in our power to alter, the universe is un
touched by our presence. So at last, whether
or not the universe is hostile, friendly, or in
different does not matter. All that matters is a
realization that the universe does not become
different by thinking it different i.e. a realiza
tion that a large gap may exist between our
thought and the object of our thought. Now the
universe was hostile to Oedipus from the mo
ment he was born (even before). Everything
he did hurried him to the catastrophe. Yet even
after Jocasta had discovered the truth, this late
he still thought the universe was in harmony
with him, that it existed by his "co-operation
and consent". His state of mind is completely
analogous to that of the primitive solipsism we
have pointed to.
I think myself the child of Good Luck, and that
the years are my foster-brothers. Sometimes
they have set me up, and sometimes thrown me
down, but he that has Good Luck for mother
can suffer no dishonor. That is my origin,
nothing can change it, so why should I renounce
this search into my birth?9
The catastrophe was Oedipus' realization
that the universe and his ideas about the uni
verse do not correspond. As terrible as Jocasta's death was and even the loss of his own
eyes; yet as compared to his realization, these
are nothing. When he rehearses the catastrophe,
these are not even mentioned.
Now, shedder of father's blood,
Husband of mother, is my name;
Godless and child of shame,
Begetter of brother-sons;
What infamy remains
That is not spoken of Oedipus?10
He looks upon Jocasta's death as a blessing and
upon his own loss of sight as the nearest ap
proach he can make to that state; for, not like
us, he is afraid of an after life.
8 U. 1179-81. Walling.
9 11. 1080-5,Yeats.
10. 11. 1357-61. Watling.
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Realization alone is not enough to create
either a tragedy or a sensible individual. Oedi
pus, although he could not kill himself, might
have gone mad. The realization might have
caused him to reject the world completely, to
disclaim any share in the universe and in the
evils inherited from it. He could have changed
from thinking the world existed by his con
sent" to thinking it did not exist. All these are
possibilities. And we find such attitudes being
taken everyday to the problem of immortality.
The difficulties of the position are realized on
the one hand and rejected on the other. This at
titude is excused by bringing in the word faith
— a useful term when the incongruities be
tween personal desire and the natural universe
become too obvious.
When Oedipus sees that the universe is hos
tile to him, he does not reject it. Even though
he is not responsible for it being in such a con
dition, he accepts completely the evils which
it has imposed upon him.
On no man else
But on me alone is the scourge of my punish
ment.11
But how is such an acceptance possible? It is
only through a completely new way of looking
at the universe. And the entire character must
be remodeled around this new viewpoint. T his
new viewpoint involves for Oedipus nothing
else than to see himself under the form of eter
nity, to see himself as a plaything of the gods
yet not be frightened by it. Although not re
jecting the world, he, nevertheless, is able to
lift himself to a higher level of existence out
side the realm of causality and outside the evils
that come with it.
For the mind to dwell
if
Beyond the reach of pain, were peace indeed.
The humble Oedipus which emerges is f*>r'
trayed in the closing lines of the play. T®tf
point of view, which involves a certain kind o
immortality, reached by Oedipus is the same
one we might reach through a much less catas
trophic event. A point of view which, 1
reached, would enable one to declare that e
has had "happiness, before his death."
11 11. 1414-15, Watling.
12 11. 1389-90.Watling.

The Wanderer Upon Sunsets
Above the marshland, in the western sky,
Now, with the sun descending, half of light
Has disappeared, the rest more radiantly
To tinge through trees the water. Now the night
Waits calmly for the balanced death of day,
As herons hover, floating aloft in flight.
The uneasy will, once overmastered, there
Fell reassembled to a pose of peace:
Nor stirred, nor trembled: and the porous air
Qualified outlines of harsh wilderness
To an effeminate beautiful. Elsewhere,
It seemed, resided darker wilderness,
Eternal passion and eternal shame,
That was as clearest tragedy to man
Who straggled too chaotic through the flame
Of suns below the equinoctial line,
And stained himself in an unending shame.
Yet how peacefully this sunset settles in!
Spreading sweet fibs to charm the passerby
Its slow arrest remains: the heron still
Poises within our rational western sky:
Only at sunset does the world seem still,
Till charmed by aggravating memory
From momentary refuge from its turmoil,
(When ancient maims anticipate the night)
One shall regret this temporary rest
That tarries too too radical where sweet
Valhalla shining in irradiant west
Beckons chaotic swans their birth in light,
As swift they gather to their flaming nest, —
Still to be found a fugitive romancer
Proposing endless sunset, as a man
Stands heron to the night — or as a dancer,
In easy equipoise advancing on
To shameful death, that is his balanced answer,
Pivots as softly as this setting sun.
—Albert Herzing
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THESE LONELY NIGHTS
By Seymour Weissman
The storm ceased. The steady rain that
had been attacking the windows stopped. The
fierce heat portending the rain had disappeared;
the rain had come and gone, and now the
streets were wet and slippery and steaming,
and the steam drifted upward until it could no
longer be seen. On top the sun was blaring
and it was hot again.
Nick was washing windows on the fortieth
floor. The beads of sweat that formed on his
brow trickled down the side of his nose and
into the corner of his mouth, and he wiped his
mouth with a yellowed handkerchief and
cursed the heat. He finished one window and
went to the next. He cursed and spat into
the wall.
He reached into his pocket for a package of
cigarettes.
Jesu!
And fell to his death.
Someone screamed. It began to rain again.
"Sometimes I wonder why I spend these
lonely nights. . . ."
Nick caught himself listening. He looked
around and saw that he and the girl were the
only ones in the place. He gulped his beer
and wiped his mouth with the back of his
hand.
"... dreaming of a song . . ." she sang;
and then she saw Nick and stopped. She lit a
cigarette and walked to his table, and Nick
sipped his beer. He looked at her and said
nothing.
I like to sing without a piano," she said.
Swell," he said, staring idly at the table.
"Do you like it?"
- I'm sorry," he answered, "I didn't know
there's no piano."
Oh," she breathed with disappointment.
Nick looked at her and saw that she was
young. "What are you doing here?" he asked.
8

"Me? Why?"
"You shouldn't be here alone.
"Oh, that," she said, and crushed the cigar
ette on the leg of the table absentmindedly.
Nick finished his beer and looked around for
another, but there was no one there but him
and the girl: the girl who sang so strangely. He
wondered at the emptiness.
"Why are your hands so dirty?"
"My hands?"
"Why are they so dirty?"
"I dunno. I guess I forgot to wash them
after work."
Nick picked up his glass and there was beer
in it again so he drank it.
"What's your name?" asked the girl.
"Nick."
"Mine's Nancy. Don't you think it's a splen
did name? Nancy."
"Yes, it's a splendid name." Nick lit a
cigarette and threw the match on the floor.
"Where do you work, Nick?"
"You certainly ask a lot of questions, dont
you!"
"Where do you work?"
"Everywhere. I mean I wash windows,
from building to building and wash win
dows. I go all over. Everywhere."
"Oh."
He puffed languidly, disinterestedly, on the
cigarette and watched the smoke rise slowly to
the ceiling, and then he examined his hands.
"Why don't you like me?"
"Why did you say that? he answered, if
ritated.
"I don't know. You just act as though you
don't like me." She turned and looked at Ni
and Nick turned his face away.
"Do you like washing windows?" she asked"Yes ... no. Oh, I guess I like it okay," he
flustered.
"It gets scary way up there, doesn t it- I
mean on top of a skyscraper."

"You get used to it."
"Oh."
"I've been washing windows for years. It
doesn't bother me any more. You get used to
the height."
"It's dangerous, though, isn't it?"
"I guess so."
"I know. I read about men falling out of
big buildings all the time. I even saw somebody
fall off once. It frightened me and then I had
nightmares for a long time, but I don't get
them any more." Her eyes were fixed on Nick's
face and she watched him follow the smoke
from his cigarette. His lips twitched nervously.
Did you ever fall off a building, Nick?"
"This afternoon. No ... of course not!"
He startled himself with his words.
"Were you killed?" She didn't seem to
have heard his last sentence.
"No, I'm not dead!" Now Nick became vis
ibly irritated. He shook his head and puffed
again on the cigarette. Beat it! Why don't you
want to go home! he wanted to say.
She picked the match off the floor and me
thodically broke it into little pieces. "Why did
you come here then ? I mean if you're not dead."
I'm not dead." He swallowed his beer
quickly, and almost immediately he began to
feel giddy. He adjusted himself in his chair
and turned to the girl. "Don't be such a dope.
Of course I'm not dead. How could I be here
talking to you if I were dead? I'm as alive as
you are."
"But I'm dead."
Oh," he laughed, and turned away.
I'm really dead," she insisted, "feel my
bands; they're cold. Go ahead, feel my hands."
Reluctantly Nick picked up her hands.
Immediately the giddiness left him, and he
tried to force a laugh but it wouldn't come.
You must be dead, too, Nick. Only dead
people come here," she said.
Only dead people come here?" he repeated
slowly.
"I died last month. I've been waiting here
a 'ong time. I'm glad you came even though
}ou don't like me. It gets lonely without some
one to talk to. I've been alone for a long time.
'le man who was here before left last week but
didn't care. I didn't like him because he never
talked to me. I like you though, Nick. We

could have a splendid time together until it's
time to leave. Don't you think so, Nick ? I want
you to like me; we could have a splendid time.
Nick slowly rose from his chair and walked
to the window half-frightened. "I'm as alive as
you are," he muttered, scarcely believing his
words.
He hurried to the window. It was not dark
outside but he could see nothing. No streets,
no houses, no cars . . . nothing! Outside was
all emptiness; there was no ground and no sky.
All he saw was a dismal grayness, like a static
fog.
"We could have a splendid time together,"
said the girl.
He reached for the door, but it was locked or
stuck and he could not open it. He pulled at it
desperately but it would not give, and then he
jumped back with fright. He stared at the
bleak outside and then turned to the bare room
and the girl; but he did not hear the girl speak.
"I've been so lonely here without someone
to talk to. I'm so glad you're here, Nick
"
"Where is this place?" he mumbled to him
self inaudibly. He dragged his feet across the
floor drunkenly and sat in the chair and lit a
cigarette.
"I could make a cake or a pie or something
for you but I died just before mother taught me
how. ..."
Nick became rigid in his chair. He wrung
his hands until they became wet with perspira
tion, and he stared across the room at the empty
window. "I don't remember coming here. Why
is there nothing outside?"
"I don't know when the man is coming but
in the mean time we could play checkers or
something. I mean. ..."
Nick rubbed his hands into his face and ran
them across his eyes. The muscles in his face
tightened and he looked around the bare room
and at the girl.
"Don't you think Nancy's a nice name? It
was my grandmother's name too. Nancy. But
she's been dead a long time. ..."
He threw his cigarette to the floor nervously
and grabbed the beer glass. He drank quickly
and without a breath and then sat back in his
chair in an effort to relax. "You're crazy," he
sighed. "Don't listen to that silly brat."
9

"I like horseback riding in the park all the
time. I wish I could go horseback riding but I
guess I can't."
"Damn that brat!"
I hope you didn't get very hurt in your fall."
"Fall? What fall?" He chewed his lip
tightly. "What fall?"
"I got sick and died, so I don't hurt any. Do
you hurt, Nick?"
"No. No, I don't hurt." Nick was terrified.
He jumped up from his chair frantically and ran
to the corner of the room. He ran to the win
dow and stared at the glaring emptiness of the
outside. He ran to the door half crazed with
excitement and pulled at the knob. He pulled
and pulled, and then stumbled back to the mid
dle of the room. He looked about him desper
ately, searching for an opening.
"Do you like horseback riding, Nick?"
"I'm not dead! I can't be dead," he said in
a horrified low groan. "Look, I'm running, talk
ing, walking," he continued with an unbelieving
smile. "Dead people don't running talking walk.
"I have a brother named Bill. Did you ever
meet Bill?"
"For Christ's sake, calm down!" He ran back
to the table for refuge.
"I guess you never met Bill. He's my bro
ther. . .
He picked up the glass. "Dead?" he said,
"I'll see if I'm dead!" He smashed it against
the corner of the table. Holding the jagged
stem up to the light he cried, "Now I'll see if
I'm dead!" and ground the sharp edges into the
veins of his wrist. He slashed his wrist again
and again and crushed the glass into bits with
his powerful bare hands.
He backed into his chair stiffly and stared
at his bloodless wrist. "God," he cried, and let
his head sink between his knees.
"Do you want to go horseback riding with
me later? I mean. . .
He rose slowly, his arms hopelessly stretched
before him, and his eyes staring at his wrist,
waiting in agony for blood to come. And the
girl talked.
"Why don't you like me, Nick?"
God! God! God!" His arm outstretched,
he walked aimlessly about the floor.
We could have such a splendid time to10

gether. Maybe. ..."
"Goddamn that Goddamn brat. SHUT UP
GODDAMN YOU!" he screamed.
"Why don't you like me, Nick? Why dont
you. . . .
"Shut up or I'll kill you!
"Please, Nick, said the girl, I think I hear
the man coming. He's going to take us away.
Listen."
Nick stood paralyzed for a second. No!
No! No! No!" he cried hysterically. He looked
about the room. He backed up to the wall
mechanically. His breathing became rapid.
"Where?" he shouted. "Where?" He ran to one
corner; to another, and another, crazed with
fear, looking for a place to hide.
"I hear the man coming, Nick,' she said.
He stood frozen with his back against the
wall. He lowered his body and with a sudden
rush of energy ran madly to the opposite side
of the room, intending to smash through the
door with the weight of his body.
His body hit the door soundlessly and
crumpled to the floor.
And the girl began to sing again—
"Sometimes I wonder why I spend these
lonely nights. . . ."
"Hey, Orange, did you hear about the guy
who fell outta the building this morning?"
"Yeah," said the girl called Orange. ' Ain't
that terrible. . . ."
"Yeah, I know what ya gonna say. Ain't
that a terrible way to die."
"Yeah."
And they continued on their way, casually
talking about a hat in a window.

Party At Benefit Street
One would say it seems — after the party
Stands some hours on the stage, after
The actors act, the watchers watch, directors
Drive the night, cart-like, over the muddy
Flats, the stark, stone boulders of some an
guished
Silences that seem the bridgeless rivers
Of resourceless minds — the light of life,
Some lamp's slow, slipping flame, will, for a
while,
Subside. Things are that way. Something
leaves.
I don't say: dies, because this room, who
crouches
Empty still around me, like the lamp,
Has yet the whir, life worked into its wick
Of death. Something still remains.
So here,
Inside this place of pause, within this known,
Complacent dark, I have a notion as
I always have — when life moves somewhere
else
Some precious while — that we have missed,
escaped,
If thus you please, the tragic and the wild,
The ugly and the sad, the somber and
The dour lights in our lives we fear will show,
As we get dressed, assemble faces, while still
Our women name their lips with bright red
bands
Before the ball.
That last, that final face
That we shall wear in that last day, that truth,
Which is no truth here where the atoms guard
Our furtive groins; that face, I say, it would
Be death to show, that face we never saw
Tonight.
We smiled, bidding good-night. Nobody wept.
No one grew awkward with his kisses or
His words; we functioned fleet like deer and did
Not limp the Judgment walk, not for a drop
Of time. We were that way because we were
That flesh each always knew; no, nothing
more.
Still we were not bored, but pleased.
So beauty,
Which, if our time were true, would have been
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gained
And lost, sits here within this room and, in
A sense, with me. We are — this room and I
The corpse the killer leaves: the corpse says
nothing
And his end, his pain, and how he came
By it, secure in silence sleep.
While now — nothing sleeps and nothing
wakes:
Dawn finds a corpse who carefully creates.
JAY GELLENS

A Former Life
Translation from the French of
Baudelaire

Charles

(J'ai langtemps habite sous des vastes portiques)
Beneath vast colonnades I long had lain
Where ocean's sunlight glows with a thousand
fires,
Whose tall majestic pillars dusk inspires
To seem like basalt grottoes in night's reign.
The waves, in swelling the reflected skies
Combined in grave and solemn mystery
The harmonies of their rich melody
With sunset's colors mirrored in my eyes.
Here had I lingered in voluptuous calms,
Celestially suspended; splendors, waves,
And the perfumed beauty of my lavish slaves
Fanning my forehead with green lissom palms,
Whose single duty was to know the anguish
And secret sorrows which have made me lan
guish.
—Nicholas L. M. Crome
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HADLEY DIED QUIETLY
By Edgar Doctorow
Hadley died quietly, on a Wednesday after
noon in the middle of the summer. He walked
through the park and sat down at a stone table
with a chequerboard painted on it — the kind
the city installs for the chess players who like
to play outside. Around him, the park was filled
with young mothers and their baby carriages,
and yelling children with dirty knees and smears
of ice cream dried on their faces. The sky was
hot and bright and the horns of cars and trucks
were blowing through the small park from the
streets surrounding it. There in the sun, amidst
the horns and carriages and children, Hadley
leaned his arms on the stone table in front of
him and laid his head down on his arms and he
died.
Nobody bothered him. Once a rubber ball
bouncing out of a punch ball game on a nearby
plot of grass got tangled in his feet and bobbled
around at the base of the stone table, but the
little left fielder who came after the ball was too
anxious to peg it home to notice anything.
Another time two chess players came along
with boxes of men under their arms, and find
ing the table occupied, made some remarks be
fore moving on to another table a few feet
away. They couldn't tell he was dead. And the
dog who sniffed at the bottom of the bench
couldn't tell. So the whole park, the old bald
men who sold ice cream from little bicycle wag
ons, the women who sat talking, the men in
their shirt sleeves who read newspapers and
shaded their heads with handkerchiefs, the
parkmen who picked up the papers on the grass
with nail tipped sticks — the whole park went
°n as usual.
Then in the late afternoon the sky turned
8fcy and a little windy and black, and the park
began to empty. The young mothers took their
children home to bathe them and give them
their supper. The chess players put the men in

their boxes and left. The men on the benches
took the handkerchiefs off their heads, folded
up their newspapers and got up leaving the
newspapers behind. The parkmen put away
their brooms, sticks and bags and locked up the
public bathrooms. When it got almost dark
and the street lights came on, even the punchball games broke up and the swift running kids
disappeared. And Hadley, his head on his arms,
was alone and very peaceful looking, under the
yellow shadows of the nearby park lamp.
Soon it began to rain. It rained on the
grass and on the tar paths. The water dribbled
into little puddles at dips in the ground and col
lected pieces of newspaper and park dirt. The
drinking fountains couldn't swallow the rain
and the water coming out of the spouts too, so
that the basins became little pools. Hadley, in
his shirt sleeves was unprotected. The drops
smacked into his shirt and left him soaked. After a few minutes the rain let up into a misty
drizzle and soon the air was clear and very
cool. He was alone until around midnight, when
a policeman walking through the park, swing
ing his grooved stick by its leather strap han
dle, saw his form hunched over the table. When
the policeman walked over, past a drinking
fountain, to the table, he saw that the sleeping
figure was wet and dead.
On a corner at the edge of the park, the
policeman used a phone on the lamppost. A few
minutes later, an ambulance wagon drove up
on the sidewalk and into the park to the stone
table where Hadley's body was still sitting. He
was hard to straighten out, and even when they
got him flat, his wet arms were still folded
across his eyes. They put him in the wagon, and
carefully backed into the gutter and then drove
him downtown through the damp empty streets
to the morgue.
At the morgue, they searched Hadley's pock
ets and got his identification from his wallet.
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Then they called up the phone number of Hadley's name and address, and told Mrs. Hadley,
who answered the phone that her husband
no it was her son — was dead.
A coroner tore Hadley's chest open to find
out what made him die. He performed all the
tests and did all the probings and examined all
the parts and ended up by not being able to tell
what killed Hadley. He was annoyed. Later,
other doctors came in to be puzzled. There
were no poisons in his system, and no blood clots
in his head. All his organs were sound, all his
bones articulated. No knots or disease cramps
in his muscles, and his lungs were clear. Had
ley, a young man when he died, was in perfect
physical condition.
They sewed him up and the next morning
gave him home to his mother to be buried. Had
ley's mother did her own autopsy: His face
was untroubled — he didn't die painfully; he d
been found with his head on his arms, com
pletely asleep. She knew he must have com
mitted suicide.
Hadley's mother knew how to typewrite.
She used Hadley's typewriter that he had
bought on installments, to make arrangements
with the insurance company and the benefit as
sociation and the funeral parlor. Alone, she
put a coat on, and went downstairs to mail her
business letters. But the next day she decided
that Hadley shouldn't be buried and she wanted
to cancel all the arrangements. Her eyes were
red from crying.
Hadley had supported her for about five
years after the death of his father. The father
owned a restaurant and the working of it had
killed him. Afterwards they sold the restaurant
and lived on that money and the insurance
money and eventually Hadley left college in his
second year to get a job in a printers shop, and
learn a trade. He was glad to leave college —
he was sick of books. At first he was enthusias
tic, but after a while they meant nothing to
him. So he worked and met a girl, and took
her out, and played handball on Sunday after
noons in the schoolyard. Hadley's mother was
happy for him. He was good to her. But after
a while, he stopped playing ball, and forgot
about his girl, and he just worked. His mother
had always known him to take things too seri
ously as a child. He was very earnest. As he
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grew older he laughed less and less at jokes on
the radio. Even dogs and cats and little kids
stopped making him laugh. After supper, he
just sat around, half dozing on the couch. And
then the police had called up and told her that
he was lying in the morgue. He must not have
come back from his lunch hour. Sure enough,
the shop had called to find out what was the
matter. Then they sent flowers and his jacket
that he had left there together with a few other
things like a towel and his watch.
She decided not to bury Hadley. She couldn t
have him buried. But the police found out and
came over to see what was the matter. Her
eyes were very red from crying and she told
them that he wouldn't have wanted it. They
asked her then what she wanted to do with
him, keep him there dead? And she said no,
of course not, but that she just wanted to dis
pose of his body without burying him. Maybe
take it to the dump or something. The police
said no, and then there was a big fuss.
Soon the woman's apartment got filled with
all kinds of people. The doctors came bade
to ask her questions because they still didnt
know why he died, they couldn't figure it out.
Had he ever been to an institution ? Men frorn
newspapers came and took pictures of her sit
ting in the kitchen and crying. They asked her
questions and took pictures. Was their any
thing in her religion against it? And govern
ment people from the city came and told her
that he had to be buried, that it was unsanitary
not to and that in his memory it was the only
decent thing to do. All afternoon the door
opened and closed with people in and out
They marked up her wall with fingermarks ana
broke glasses. Sorry. Any mental problems?
The only decent thing to do. Sanitary. There
was a lot of fuss, and the woman's eyes go*
very sore and red from the crying and the noise
and the uproar.
Finally, suddenly, she said to all of them,
screaming all of a sudden where she had been
quiet and sobbing, yelling and choking, she tol
them: Look, he didn't like you! That's why he
died, because he didn't like you or me or any
body. He just didn't care! It meant nothing to
him, he didn't care, he wasn't interested, thats
why he died. Why don't you let him alone. Go
(continued on page n
away, go away!

Eleutheria
Upon a hill in Warnock is a clear
Circular opening devised among
The withered berry bushes and a strong
Shaft of a tree whose crown is high in air.
In the short summer months my lover lay
And gave her clean simplicity to me;
So with the curious infidelity
Of innocence, she sped the year away.
Upon a hill in Warnock is a bare
Opening where the locust voices were;
The autumn leaves are over it, the slur
Of wind confuses syllables, the fair
Lofts of the maple crown have fallen off,
And now
You only see a naked maple bough
Turned to the wind.
Once in a distant land I saw a blind
Old fellow begging pennies, and he was
As withered as this tree,
Although
Weeping was not worth his while:
He faced the wind, a secret smile
Blew down his mouth, and round his brow
October air was blowing,
Marking the gradual going
Of physical intensity, like love.
Lovers' location is the first to fade:
They wander back in winter, but there is
No comfortable grass to couch a dress;
Musicians of the yellow weeds are dead.
The year revolves again and lovers climb
The height of broken memory again;
But the first bright ecstasy is damp with rain
LIpon a wind that issued out of time.
The moments ride away, the locust flute
Is slivered thin and lost over and over.
She will return some evening to discover
The tree uplifted to the very root,
The circular opening with lichen grown
Among the interlacings of the stone,
October blowing dust, and summer gone
Into a dark barn like a hiding lover.
A robin climbing south need not be told
Upon a hill in Warnock it is cold.
—James Wright
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Sonnet
The robin's breast is never really red,
And trees are green-leaved only half the year;
The seas are cold, and wash away the dead
Warm fish who stray to sand and try the air;
The sun will bake a man to blistered skin,
Or blind his eyes to an upward outward glance,
Just meant in busy innocence to pin
The coming clouds' position, for rain s chance;
And girls and pretty ladies have their needs,
And she: her rings and stones I cannot move.
She knows her self, not truth or noble deeds,
Or what a man will do without his love.
Not red, but rust, the common robin's breast,
Unless he's dead with blood upon his chest.
—E. Doctorow

A Verse
We are the old men of our times
Lingering figures in porticoes,
Templars feigning age, indecent mimes,
The tarnished lust of alchemy
Begetting baseless progeny:
Tribe's offspring, covertly its foes.
Shored in rocky wordlessness
(Brusque pillaring our stay)
We mask against the careless press
Of pulse, against the beat
Within pale blood of livid heat:
Chilled we rustle, cold we play.
—George Geasey
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October
It rustles with its yellow leaves,
Lights in the sky are burning cold,
The swallow for the willow grieves,
The butterflies themselves are old,
The
The
And
And

rain is dampening the grass,
fall is dampening my face,
I know I am not what I was,
I have eyes for browns and grays.

There was a way where once I walked,
And there was someone sitting there
Beneath a willow, and she talked
About the warmness of the air,
About the leaves that sure would turn,
About the roots that sure would rise,
And winter fires that soon would burn
And pray their smoke into the skies.

1

And now October fog is here
To stoke the ashes of the wood;
Somehow I have forgotten where
She sat and spoke or walked or stood,
Except she rose beneath the tree
And drifted from my tangled thought
Into the silence utterly
Among the moments that are not.
—James Wright

Sonnet
The oyster is her spectered world, she keeps
Her court where no cocktails are served, no
jewels
There gleam across a table, only pearls
That swirl with placid ebb of indolence in the
deeps
Of a lurking sea; in the depth of a fructive earth
Men find such isolation — she is dead
For such is the cosmos that she loves; her bread
Will not be multiplied by diviner birth.
But ravishing with continual delight —
Strange contrast to her odd virginity —
The waters stir with untold eminence
And make a swift comotion in the night . . .
Perverse and speculative, the anxious sea
Sings inconceivable experience.
NICHOLAS L. M. CROXME
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KINGDOM OF THE ILLOGICAL
A BOOK REVIEW
By Samuel B. Cummings

The appearance of Freud's The Interpreta
tion of Dreams — in Modern Library dress
just half a century after its original publication
deserves special notice. It tacitly acknowledges
the correctness of Freud's early judgment, that
this work is the most significant discovery of
analytical psychology. This commentary will
emphasize the significance rather than the de
tails of Freud's striking theory.
Within the medical specialty for which it
was intended, Freud's discovery has been radi
cally important. By disregarding the "ex-com
munication" of dreams by earlier science, and by
recognizing the dream's prime significance in
the psychic life of the dreamer, Freud provided
psycotherapy with a powerful instrument for
understanding and treating mental disorder.
Since that day, psychotherapy, freed from the
limitations of hypnosis and the more irrelevant
"cures," has proceeded along increasingly con
structive channels. Within a still larger con
text, the dream gave Freud access to hidden
mental processes, particularly of a wishful and
impulsive sort, that enabled him to formulate
his theory of the unconscious mind and to eluci
date the laws of its operation. These two cur
rents — theoretical and practical — met to sug
gest an hypothesis of far reaching intellectual
significance. When it could be demonstrated
that dreams — like the symptoms of disease —
required the same assumptions and displayed the
operations of the same unconscious mechanisms,
psycoanalysis ceased to be a specialized branch
of medical science. It became, as Freud recog
nized, "the foundation for a new and deeper
science of the mind . . . indispensable for the
understanding of the normal. Its postulates
and findings could be carried over to other re
gions of mental happening: a path lay open to
it that led far afield, into spheres of universal
interest." Such has been the history of Freud's
greatest discovery. By establishing a unity of
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opposites — healthy and unhealthy, normal and
abnormal —he has doubly enriched our under
standing of each. From whichever direction we
approach the human mind, we are the wiser as
a result of The Interpretation of Dreams. Vic
tor Hugo once remarked, In disease mankind
affirms itself. Freud, more than any other in
vestigator of personality, has made this obser
vation unforgettably clear.
II
The content of Freud's theory need not de
tain us long. Its basic thesis is simple: a dream
is the fulfillment of a wish. But because the
wish is usually repressed and the fulfillment
usually disguised, the apparent theme of the
dream, its "manifest content," is always decep
tive and requires translation. The key to its
meaning derives from the discovery that the
manifest content is always a compromise be
tween the demands of an unacknowledged im
pulse seeking its fulfillment and of the repres
sive resistances of a rational — and morally
sensitive — ego acting in the role of censor.
The demands of these two conflicting compo
nents of the personality are reconciled by means
of "dream work," which converts the uncon
scious, unavowed wish thoughts of the dreamer
("latent content") into the manifest thoughts of
the dream. Through the devices of the dream
work (condensation, displacement, symbolization, etc.) the logic of the wish is translated
into the illogic of the dream image. Dream in
terpretation consists of working backwards, by
means of the free play of associations, from the
episodes which constitute the dream to the re
alities in wish and desire which are its origin
its meaning. Such is the bare skeleton of a full
and rich theory.
Freud has remarked that through his dis
covery "a bit of scientific new-found land has

been won from superstition and mysticism." In
gaining this ground he found — by a sort of
ironic twist — that the world of the bizarre, the
unintelligible and the whimsical — "the King
dom of the Illogical" — provides mankind with
his most penetrating intellectual instrument for
sounding the depths of his own inner nature.
In the course of its career of fifty years
Freud's theory has achieved increasing recog
nition. Few modern students would seriously
question its essential premise, "The dream is a
psychic act full of import whose motive power
is invariably a wish craving fulfillment." On the
other hand, important features of the theory
have never gained widespread acceptance. The
doctrine of fixed dream symbolism is generally
rejected; rather, it seems, the symbolic signifi
cance of a dream is dependent on the particular
associations its elements have acquired in the
life of the individual dreamer. In addition,
Freud's emphasis on the continued motiving
power of infantile sexual wishes appears too
arbitrary and restrictive to do full justice to the
wish life of the dreamer . Finally, serious ob
jection has been raised to the assumption that a
free association technique provides a sufficiently
reliable method for tracing the route from mani
fest to latent content. No dependable criteria
have been suggested to determine which of the
many associated memories signifies the dream's
creative wish. When so many paths point to
ward the source, how can the guide be sure that
be has chosen the single correct road? These
are strong criticism, but they disturb primarily
details of the theory and not its impressive main
structure. The latter has withstood many stormy
tests of time. For that reason The Interpreta
tion of Dreams remains one of the significant
intellectual products of our century. Its value
as an introduction to analytical psychology is
undisputed although there may be more com
plete and systematic approaches. However, no
other volume reveals more fully the breadth
and the power of Freud's insight into the in
tricacies of the human mind and none reveals
quite so well the relentless penetration of his
inquiring spirit.

{continued from page fourteen)

They were quiet. But then it all started all
over again, and while she got very hysterical,
and crying and sick, they left her alone in the
house and went down to the cellar and got his
body and brought him out to the public ceme
tery, and they gave him a ceremony and gravely
lowered his body into the ground.
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In Appreciation —
The Kenyon Review has always been grateful for the good patronage it has enjoyed
among Kenyon Students and faculty, as at this moment.
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A literary quarterly may not be thought of as part of the "educational effort, and
does not think of itself that way. But at any rate its reader is like the college student
inasmuch as he pays for less than the thing costs.
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Recently F. R. Leavis, the British editor, was quoted as calling the Kenyon Review
"the best of those American reviews which give American criticism such marked ad
vantage over British."
Between now and June Commencement the
will be happy to take student
subscriptions for a year at $3.50 each instead of the regular $4.00. See Mrs. a ming
in the office.
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 6...THE BEAVER
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"How eager
can they
get?"
•
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TpOR once in his life, our fervent friend admits that eagerness can be
-T over-done! He's alluding, of course, to all these quick-trick cigarette tests
—the ones that ask you to decide on cigarette mildness after just one
puff, one sniff, one inhale or one exhale! When the chips are
down, he realizes cigarette mildness can t be judged in a hurry.
That's why he made ...
The sensible test... the 30-Day Camel Mildness I est which
asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke—on a pack after
pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments needed. After you've
enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days in your I-Zone
(T for Throat, T for Taste), we believe you'll know why .• •
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